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Limited Time $3.97 Promotion! The price will increase soon!THE  TOP 100 Lifestyle & Home and

Home & Garden, BESTSELLING AUTHORHere is what others are saying about Container

Gardening : A Beginner's Guide to Successful Container Gardening:"Perfect beginners guide!" ~ D.

C. Wiggs"Alice covers everything you need to know." ~ Sandy Bose"Awesome Container Gardening

Guide for Beginners" ~ Syed S. AhmedIf you are like most novice gardeners you will probably

cringe at the thought of having the fate of plants in your hands. But container gardening is different.

With so much of the process being carefully controlled, you can grow your own food and actually

have fun doing it.Take a look at what's inside:Benefits of Growing Your Own FoodHow to Get Your

Container Garden StartedWhy pH MattersPicking Your Fruits and VeggiesHow to Choose

SeedlingsAnd much more!More reviews:"I highly recommend this book for a beginner gardener or

one who just wants to have a simple garden." ~ tracyheathÂ "This book is a great introduction to

growing your own fruits and vegetables in containers." ~ Avid ReaderScroll up and click on "Buy

Now" to deliver almost instantly to your Kindle or other reading device!
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I highly recommend this book for a beginner gardener or one who just wants to have a simple

garden. It covers so many bases on how to get started, even basics like what containers to use and

how much and often to water your plants. But it also gets into deeper topics like what types of

fertilizers are ideal and what pH your soil should be.I am very impressed with how much information

is packed into this book! And it is all in terms that even I, as a novice gardener, could understand

and not get too overwhelmed by. It is organized well, letting you find specific topics with ease. You

definitely get your money's worth of gardening tips.I now plan on trying a container garden myself

next year!

The older I get the more things I have to try, and other than plant a few herbs, container gardening

is still on my list! I love books like this - easy to follow for us beginners, but in no way lacking in

substance and detail. Alice explains the advantages and disadvantages, and every step of the

process of growing your own delicious fruit and veggies at home.

Lately, I have started to eat healthy by consuming only organicproduce. Unfortunately, this has

gotten extremely expensiveand I'm finding it hard to keep up with the costs. What betterway to eat

healthy and at the same time reduce thecosts by growing your own food. That there this guide

comes in.This guide introduces the concept of Container gardeningin the most easy to understand

and non-intimidation style.It addressed all the questions I had about Containiergardening. The guide

starts off talking about the benefitsalong with pros and cons of using this approach. Amongother

things, it walks you through the entire processof getting started, picking the seedlings,

planting,feeding, preventing from pests and diseases and severalmore topics relevant to Container

gardering.If you are interesting in starting your own containergarden or just want to learn more

about containergardening, this guide will not disappoint.

I've grown flowers for years in outdoor containers. But I've always wanted to try growing some

veggies. I picked up this book to learn the basics. One fact I learned is that 1 tomato plant can

provide enough tomatoes for 1 family. If you think about the cost of tomatoes and other veggies

then the appeal of container gardening becomes clear.Alice covers everything you need to know.

There's a great section on picking the actual containers and what to look for. You'll learn about the



importance of soil PH, evaluating the how to select fruit and veggies to grow, whether to plant from

seed or use seedlings, how to plant, the lighting conditions you'll be using, growing indoors or

outside, different ways of watering, how to deal with pests.This book is crammed with all of the

information you'll need to be a successful container gardener.Highly recommended.

I decided recently to try a garden this summer, although history shows that I'm not so good at

keeping plants alive, and decided yesterday to go with container gardening.I purchased this book a

couple of hours ago and have already finished it. It was a very quick and educational read. I am truly

a beginner, so this was exactly the type of book I needed. I am going to purchase everything and

start my container garden at some point this week, and this book gave me tips that I wouldn't have

thought to consider before. It was truly an education.I don't know if my attempt at container

gardening will be successful, but I think this was 99 cents well spent and I feel like I'm going to get

myself started in a promising way because of the things I've learned.I highly recommend this book

to rookie gardeners! No buyers remorse here!

Living in a small house with a very small plot of land, I picked up Container Gardening: A Beginner's

Guide to Successful Container Gardening, with interest. This book gives a good overview of

container gardening and then moves into the details about how to successfully use containers to

grow favorite fruits and vegetables.This book thoroughly discusses possible problems and how to

avoid them, such as adequate sunlight, animals, ph balance, how to choose seeds, and so much

more.I can't wait to start my own container garden and I believe this book is going to help me be

successful!

This book is a great introduction to growing your own fruits and vegetables in containers. It provides

a guide for container gardening, discussing everything you need to know. Among the author's topics

are the types of containers, soil, and tools you'll need and how to plant your fruits and vegetables. I

learned that there is even a technique to watering!This book is well-written and well-organized. If

you're considering container gardening, I'd recommend reading this book before you start. It could

help you grow some terrific fruits and vegetables.

I am a power wheelchair person, I loved gardening when I could stand before my accident but can

no longer get to garden as I use to.My life had some changing but I'm a survivor, now finding

this"Gardening in Containers" has me smiling once more. Thank you for making it possible to



garden once again.
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